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5G Enables Many Business Cases
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5G Security in the News
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Key Differences To Previous Network Generations

➢5G was made for new business use cases, not for ”normal users”

➢5G networks open-up (a lot of external interfaces e.g. through edge computing)

➢5G for private networks

➢As ”bubble networks” (sometimes called dedicated networks)

➢As ”connected to public network” e.g. finnish military

➢5G has a completly different ”internal” working

➢Usage of HTTP & RestAPI (the same things you use when shopping at Amazon)

➢ Interfaces for (nearly) everything

➢Cloud native is not only possilbe, but key enabler

➢Nearly everything can run in the cloud (and wherever)

➢User databases can be anywhere

➢Data flows can follow whatever path and are independent of the control flows for your services

➢Many critical services and companies will be using 5G

➢Essential reliance on 5G

5G – What is the difference?
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Why are 5G Networks so attractive for attackers?

• Everything is now online (amount of interesting data increased)

• 5G uses IT protocols, for which there are many hacking tools and 

specialized software available

• Quality of data increases with 5G e.g., location tracking in cm range

• Reliance on communication for all sectors of society

• Linkage between physical and virtual world (e.g., logistics, military)

• Attackers like nation states use telco networks for attacks for many

years, but it is not commonly known

• Malware distribution and attacks using telecommunication networks

e.g., using SMS or phishing calls has increased

• Mobile core networks will use legacy, IT technology and 5G specific

technlogy, this mix opens up many opportunities to move through

the network

• Complexity and insecurities allow deniability for attackers
helmikuu 20225
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Over-the-air privacy

– Confidentiality of your communication between your phone

and the base station

Core network privacy

– Location privacy

– Communication data privacy

Cloud Privacy

– Hosting of data (including PII) 

Edge and private network privacy

– Interfaces for extracting location information and steering of 

data flows

Types of Privacy in 5G
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Privacy in 5G
Over-the-air Privacy
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False Base Stations (Stingrays/IMSI-

catchers) are used to:

- Intercept calls, SMS, data

- Track the permanent identifer (IMSI) and with that

the user (for 2G, 3G and 4G)

Not all networks are the same!

- 2G networks -> easy to attack

- 3G networks -> a tiny bit harder

- 4G networks -> things get difficult

- 5G networks -> very hard

How it works: 

- Force the phone into using a lower generation

protocol

Source: https://commsrisk.com/suspected-paris-bomb-was-actually-an-imsi-catcher/
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Privacy in 5G
Core Network – Location Privacy

Source: https://www.ericsson.com/en/blog/2020/12/5g-positioning--what-you-need-to-know
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The backend ”the core network”:

- Needs to know where you are

- Can not send out ”where are you

messages” over the whole country e.g. 

when a call is incoming

- Need to evaluate where you may go to 

enable good handovers, even if you

are in a high speed train to Oulu

5G and Location Quality

- In 4G triangulatization -> not bad

- In 5G up to centimeter range

5G Location Capabilities

https://www.ericsson.com/en/blog/2020/12/5g-positioning--what-you-need-to-know
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Privacy in 5G
Core Network – Data Privacy
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The backend ”the core network”:

- Can see all you SMS in cleartext

- Can see all your data traffic in cleartext (that is why HTTPS 

is a good idea when browsing and VPN for company

connect)

- Can steer where your data flows (e.g. when roaming the

cheapest route is chosen)

- When you roam, your data/SMS/voice goes in clear

between all parties and all intermediaries over submarine or

other cables

5G may encrypt the traffic between the nodes

- Including potentially user data

- Not mandatory, at operator disgression (and it cost money)

- 5G roaming data privacy between networks is unlikely in 

the near future, most of it today is still 2G protocols

By The original uploader was Jmb at English Wikipedia. - Transferred from en.wikipedia to Commons., CC BY 2.5, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=2111378

Submarine communication cables crossing the Scottish shore at Scad Head on Hoy, Orkney.

https://www.propublica.org/article/a-trail-of-evidence-leading-to-atts-partnership-with-the-nsa

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orkney
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5G Privacy
Cloud Privacy
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5G is ”cloud native”:

- Meaning things are designed to be easily put into the cloud

(containers in 5G and virtual machines 4G)

- Nearly everything is currently to be designed to be able to go 

into the cloud (even part of the antenna/base station software 

i.e, ORAN)

- Cloud can be anywhere (usually no location pinning)

- Includes your user data and control data (who you called, location

etc)

- Regulators want to have cloud in EU / Fin (note private networks

have different rules, depends on NIS2 implementation)

- Lawful interception has to be run in country

- Vendors cooperate with Google, Azure, AWS but also have

home-cooked cloud

- Operators, vendors, cloud provider compete on private 5G 

market

Sources: Nokia, Ericsson, Amazon, Fierce Wireless
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Privacy in 5G
Edge and Private Network Privacy

Source: https://www.gsma.com/security/gsma-mobile-security-research-acknowledgements/

marraskuu 2022
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5G enables many new business cases:

- Services can ”pull” information from the network e.g. data 

bandwidth, location, signal strength, movement direction etc

using Internet style APIs

- Services can ask to ”steer traffic”, ”add content” or ”redirect”

- API security is currently not sufficient - high risk of 

compromise

- Slicing is a good idea, but not widely deployed and security

needs improvements

Private Networks and Public Networks will be connected

- Attackers may move laterally

Source: https://www.ericsson.com/en/service-orchestration/network-exposure

Slicing CVD
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What can you do?
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Improving the Air Privacy?
Pretty Good Phone Privacy (PGPP) by INVISV

The main feature of the PGPP systems is to protect the 

users identity against tacking on the air and by its mobile 

operator. 

Source: PGPP marraskuu 2022
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Confusion

But an operator needs to track the user to deliver the

service???????????????????????????

Started investigating

- identity approach of PGPP and its impact 

- location privacy of PGPP and the side effects 

- obligations of PGPP as a service provider e.g. for lawful 

interception and emergency calls

For such a service to be attractive and successful, 

scalability, network operation impact, legal obligations, 

technical side effect play all an essential role 
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Material Used for the Analysis

• PGPP, "What Is Pretty Good Phone Privacy", 

https://invisv.com/articles/pretty-good-phone-privacy.html

• Paul Schmitt, Barath Raghavan, "Pretty Good Phone Privacy", Usenix

(2021), 

https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity21/presentation/sch

mitt

• Paul Schmitt, Barath Raghavan, "Pretty Good Phone Privacy", (2020), 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.09035 This document has large overlap with

the Usenix paper, 

Disclaimer, some of the functionalities I had to guess, how they would work!

marraskuu 2022
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First some Homework - How do things work
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- Focus of PGPP is the IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity). 

- In 5G the IMSI was a replaced by the SUPI (Subscription Permanent Identifier), which is 

basically the IMSI and some additional network information 

- IMSI and SUPI are both permanent identifier for the subscription and relate to your SIM card, 

they do not change. 

- For the technology purists, we actually have a UICC (Universal Integrated Circuit Card) with a 

USIM (Universal SIM) application on it, strictly speaking a SIM card is a 2G card and the usage of 

it is not allowed for 4G or 5G. But everybody calls a UICC card a SIM card, so we will not break 

this habit here.

- 5G is no longer using the permanent identities over the air but uses temporary identities that only 

reveal the home operator. SUCI (Subscription Concealed Identifier) and 5G-GUTI (5G Global 

Unique Temporary Identifier) 

- Your phone has in addition its own identity and that is called IMEI (International Mobile 

Equipment Identity)
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Location Areas and PGPP

• A mobile phone needs to be tracked to be able to deliver 

data and services through the "right" antenna. PGPP 

provides location privacy through "merging" of potential 

areas where the user might be. 

• Those areas are called Tracking Areas (TA). The Tracking 

Area List (TAL) is a list of adjectant mobile network 

cells (i.e. area belonging to one antenna) where the user 

might be. 

• PGPP generates a TAL list on the fly for each user in the 

AMF (which would be run by PGPP) by selecting random 

cells and combining them to a TAL. 

• The reason, why they chose that approach is due to misuse 

of paging messages, but this is actually no longer true as 

those "bugs" were fixed by 3GPP.
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Figure: Example real (blue) and additional random tracking areas (orange) for a country like Finland



Impact from User 
Perspective
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Air Security Impact (1/2)

marraskuu 2022
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Background:

- Permanent ids in plain can be used on the air interface to track users 

- SIM card and operator have a shared key 

- Shared key is used to derive many further keys for integrity, confidentiality, authentication. 

Based on the available information from the article and Usenix conference, we could conduct three potential 

approaches of PGPP for identity privacy protection:

(1) all subscriptions have the same permanent identity and the same key

(2) all subscriptions have the same permanent identity and different keys

(3) all subscriptions have different random identities and different keys

Usenix paper mentions approach (1) -> we assume that this was done also commercially
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Air Security Impact (2/2)

marraskuu 2022
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Assumed approach: All the same key and 

same identity

Cryptographical issue: The key derivation 

parameters for the security would be nearly the 

same. The only parameter in the key 

generation process that we could identify as 

different was a radio channel parameter. 

Potential attack might be easier to perform 

and the risk of brute force attacks increases. In 

general it is safe to say that the strength of the 

keys is weaker. This impact would not be the 

case for approaches (2) and (3) which use 

different keys.
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Transferring Trust

Instead of trusting your

operator you have to trust

the privacy service

provider

PS. Your operator may still

track you through your

IMEI (depends on phone)

21
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Roaming Impact

• Roaming will likely not work with PGPP (Usenix paper states otherwise)

• 5G Session Management Function (SMF) is a 5G Service Based Architecture entity and uses RestAPI

(not diameter). The usage of a Diameter Edge Agent will not guarantee roaming interoperability. 

• Visited network can not identify the subscriber for charging, air security and mobility:

• If all subscriptions have the same identifier, how would the visited network be able to differentiate between two inbound 

users with the same identity? 

• If the PGPP identity does not even contain the home operator name, the visited network would not even know which 

operator to contact for the authentication vectors. The 5G concealed identifier has for that purpose that contains the 

home-operator.

• The visited operator can potentially disable authentication and confidentiality (on his own risk of course), but integrity is

mandatory by the standards. Without those authentication vectors, there is no data session. 

• The visited network also would not know how to charge correctly, if there are several users with the 

same identity. 

• The Policy Control Function (PCF) which enforces policies for a user (e.g. what kind of services a 

user can use etc), how to handle different policies for the same identity? 

marraskuu 2022
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SMS and Voice Calls

• There are basically two types of SMS and voice. 

• Modern version using IP and the "classical" that uses 

telecommunication protocols (SMS over NAS). 

• If PGPP is deployed then the modern version for SMS and 

voice calls will work as it is just another data service.

• But you will not be able to make outgoing classical voice 

calls or send classical SMS (SMS over NAS).

• This would require a permanent identifier i.e. (1) and (2) 

(one id to rule them all) would not work. If (3) random id is 

used, then a mapping table is needed in the core network, 

which would defy the idea of identity privacy coming from 

your mobile operator. 
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SIM Exhaustion
Exhausting the counter that protects against replay attacks

marraskuu 2022
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There is a little counter in your SIM card, it is called Sequence Number (SQN)

This counter needs to be in synchronization between the network and the SIM card 

(else the keys used do not match)

In PPGP assume you have a large range of SIM cards with the same IMSI, then the 

counter is different for each of them in the SIM card. This leads to frequent 

synchronization errors between the subscriber database and the SIM cards. 

There is a re-synchronization procedure which fixes this problem by basically jumping 

ahead, but the counter has a limit. In normal operation this would not be a problem, as 

such incidences are not that common, but if you have hundred thousands of cards with 

different counters, then the counter "jumps" may be come quite large and your SIM 

card counter might become exhausted. 

In a small set of PGPP deployments, that would not be noticeable, but in a wide scaled 

deployment, that could become an issue.

-> Does not scale
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Subscriber Database Handling Issues

For some actions in the mobile network, the subscriber 

database is contacted e.g. to identify which area to page 

the user or if he is travelling abroad. 

If there are now several subscriptions with the 

identical identifiers, then the databases usually 

search and when the first match is found it is used 

and not the whole database is searched through. 

This is simple efficiency, there exist some proprietary 

means to handle this kind of "special situation", but they 

are not standardized and it is not clear that they would 

work in this case.

Therefore, when such a request is made to the database, 

the chances are high the "wrong" user is identified.

marraskuu 2022
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Emergency Calls

You are here
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In an emergency situation you may want to let the 

responders know, where you actually are. 

If you make an emergency call (note, that classic voice 

call may not work), then your operator would have several 

subscription identifiers with that are the same, but with 

different locations. 

The found granularity of the locations will no longer be 

very good (PGPP merges areas to make it harder).

The only way out of this would be for the  PGPP operator 

(who is in control of at least some part of the AMF) and the 

mobile operator to switch off PGPP for emergency calls. 

This then poses the question, if the mobile operator can 

switch of PGPP and we consider him untrusted, what 

would stop the mobile operator not to switch it off at some 

other time?



Impact from
Operator Perspective
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Fraud Risk

User authenticates only to PGPP Gateway.

The UPF is configured to have a fixed tunnel to a PGPP-GW, 

which can be located outside of the PGPP operator’s network.

There is no linkage between the data session and the PGPP 

gateway authentication.

• How would the operator know that you are an authorized user 

for the data service, the operator may need to support an 

additional interface to verify that the user has authenticated to 

the gateway. 

• How to make sure that the user is really going through the 

right PGPP gateway, once he got the IP address. 

• How to create charging data reliably? 

marraskuu 2022
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Impact of Random Tracking Areas (1/2)
Connectivity Impact

Tracking Area List (TAL) contains the area where the user 

really is and some adjectant areas where the user might or 

soon might be. This enables fast handovers and 

reachability, even if you are in a fast train. 

In PGPP those that list is a random list. Therefore, if you 

move fast and have an incoming message, the cell where 

you are that moment will not send a paging message i.e. 

you will not get the message. 

The original TAL area idea is also to avoid frequent 

area updates. 

PGPP tested some approach with grouping base stations, 

but that then increases the overall amount of cells that are 

part of the TAL. 

marraskuu 2022
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Impact of Random Tracking Areas (2/2)
Network Load Impact

Large TALs increase the control traffic amount in the core network 

e.g. more area updates. 

PGPP inventors studied the impact of the increased load and its 

impact on the amount of users each base station can handle. 

There it was quite clear, that the larger the tracking areas are the less 

users each base station can handle. 

When using widely PGPP a mobile operator would need to place 

more base stations to compensate this effect without having any 

benefit from this himself.

marraskuu 2022
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Impact of Random Tracking Areas (2/2)
Energy Consumption vs Privacy

Random TAL list results in much more area updates

Many messages in the network and on the air interface, both increase energy consumption. 

When there is the need to contact the user then all the base stations in the tracking area list 

need to send out a paging message. 

Due to the design the network would not know which of the areas would the one where the 

user really is. 

In PGPP the TAL list is supposed to be as large as possible to provide good location privacy, 

the larger the areas are, the higher the energy consumption for paging messages. 

marraskuu 2022
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Legal Considerations
Not a lawyer !! – but this may cause some issues

Mobile operators are obliged in many countries to reveal the 

location of a suspect based on an authorized government 

request. Typically, the governmental agencies utilize the phone 

number, IMEI or IMSI of the suspect through dedicated lawful 

interception interfaces. 

If now PGPP is used, this may cause difficulties for the mobile 

operator to fulfil his duty. The mobile operator would not be able to 

use the IMSI/SUPI for user identification and also could not provide 

the location of the user. 

The duty of supporting the governmental agencies may then fall 

upon the PGPP to provide then the real user location and identity. 

We did not find any suggestion in the PGPP material how to 

handle this kind of situation or what would be a potential 

responsibility split between mobile operator and the PGPP partner.
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Inventing the wheel twice?

PGPP claims to rectify errors and oversights made by the 3GPP

5G has many improvements to protect against location tracking over the air interface were made, many of those 

were not considered by PGPP. https://www.ericsson.com/en/blog/2019/5/fighting-imsi-catchers-5g-cellular-

paging-privacy

If features are used by operator, they make many things of PGPP obsolete (if you trust your operator)

The air interface then no longer uses a permanent identifier, but uses instead several changing temporary 

identifiers (SUCI/5G-GUTI). 

PGPP paper seems to assume that the SUPI (5G Subscription Permanent Identifier) is used the same way as 

the IMSI. This is actually not the case. They claim, that SUPI based paging i.e. the permanent identifier is 

broadcasted and then the "right" phone answers is a risk. But this possibility has been removed by 3GPP in 

2018 https://www.3gpp.org/ftp/tsg_ran/WG2_RL2/TSGR2_AHs/2018_07_NR/Docs/R2-1809621.zip

5G introduces a concealed identifier that replaces the SUPI and supports roaming. For the air interface new 

temporary short-lived identifiers were introduced to avoid tracking the users. It should be mentioned, that those 

measures are only effective, if the network is supporting all those features and has a 5G core network.

marraskuu 2022
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https://www.ericsson.com/en/blog/2019/5/fighting-imsi-catchers-5g-cellular-paging-privacy
https://www.3gpp.org/ftp/tsg_ran/WG2_RL2/TSGR2_AHs/2018_07_NR/Docs/R2-1809621.zip
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Summary
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There are many privacy risks in 5G

Location privacy is only one of them

PGPP is good research, but assumed implementation has quite

many side effects and the latest standardization efforts are not

taken into account

What you can do?

- If you are a private user: 

- Check out security news about your provider

- Check out if they publish security certifications

- Read the fine print of marketing, is the core also 5G (location

privacy needs a 5G core?

- If you are a business user:

- Service Level Agreements !!

- Certifications and compliance proof (e.g., EU 5G Toolbox)
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